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spacing to spot diameter (width) is decreased to increase the

effective acceptance angle. Increasing the elliptical spot height,

however, compromises the laser light flux in the probe volume.
The illuminated region is still small compared to fringe systems,

and hence still provides for superior stray light discrimination.
Classic 2-Spot systems have a high light flux through the probe

volume, typically 2-3 orders of magnitude larger than a
comparable fringe system (Schodi 1986). An elliptical 2-Spot
system has a lower light flux than the classic 2-Spot system,

reduced only by the ratio of the ellipse height to the width
(assuming the elliptical spot width is equal to the circular spot

diameter). An elliptical 4-Spot system would decrease the light

flux by another factor of 2. For the 4-Spot system described

here, the light flux in the probe volume is an order of magnitude
larger than a comparable fringe system and an order of
magnitude smaller than a classic 2-Spot.
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Figure 1 Probe volume geometry, showing orthogonally polarized,

overlapping elliptical spot pairs.

The processing of the unipolar TOFA signals is not a

simple task. Lading (1983) also analyzed the optimal processing

strategy for estimating the transit time of a particle through the

probe volume. As estimating the zero-cross time of a bipolar

signal would be a simpler task than estimating the peak position

of a photodetected signal, Lading (1983) proposed a spatial lead-

lag operator to provide optimally shaped bipolar pulses. Hence,

the signal processing requirements would be substantially

relaxed. Part of the signal processing, the generation of a

bipolar pulse from a unipolar pulse, would be done optically
before photon detection. The lead-lag operator could be

implemented by using two partially overlapping, orthogonally

polarized spots in the measurement region, see figure 1.

The 2-color, 4-Spot laser anemometer is a single

component time-of-flight anemometer following the prescription

by Lading (1983). The optical configuration and functional

layout of the system is shown in figure 2, and was previously
discussed by Wernet & Edwards (1986) and Wernet & Oberle

(1987). The spot pair separation is 92_tm, and the spots are

roughly 50pmxl01.tm at the 1/e 2 points. Thus, the acceptance
angle is approximately 5:30 °. The 514 and 488nm lines from an

argon-ion laser operating at 4 W multiline are used to generate

two overlapping spot pairs separated by a distance d. Use of

two colors provides a higher light flux in the probe volume, and

better cross-talk discrimination in the detector. Previous 2-color

2-Spot systems have been described by Schodl (1989). Beam

shaping optics, employing achromatic cylindrical lenses, are used

to form an elliptical beam. A Pellin-Broca prism is used to

symmetrically disperse the green and blue beams. The

orthogonally polarized, partially overlapping spot pairs are

generated using a k/4 waveplate followed by a Wollaston prism.

Color and polarization are used to separate the light scattered

from particle transits across the probe volume producing two

pairs of electronic pulses, each pair overlapping by half of the

pulse width. The scattered light is collected through an f/4 200
mm focal length lens L3 and routed onto four PMTs. The

overlapping pulses are electronically subtracted to produce two
bipolar pulses, whose zero-cross to zero-cross difference

corresponds to the particle time-of-flight. Electronic delays are

not required. The fixed spatial overlap of the spots in the probe

volume generates an optimally delayed set of pulses for

electronic subtraction independent of velocity. The single

component anemometer is used to obtain 2-D velocity

measurements by rotating the probe volume to a selected number

of angular orientations and recording velocity probability density

functions (pdfs). The probe volume is rotated using a mirrored

dove prism image rotator, which is located between lenses L1

and L2. The pdfs obtained at various probe volume orientations

are used to compute the velocity vector magnitude and flow

angle. A goniometric stage is used to turn the viewing direction

+45 ° (perpendicular to the plane of the page), thus enabling the

selection of various windows along the centrifugal impeller

flowpath.
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Figure 2 Schematic view of 4-Spot optical components.

Cramer-Rao Lower Bound The 4-Spot TOFA is an optimally

configured transit anemometer, employing a spatial lead-lag

operator to minimize the measurement error. The detection of

light scattered from small particles traversing the probe volume

is governed by Poisson statistics. The Cramer-Rao lower bound

measurement uncertainty can be employed to determine the

limiting accuracy obtainable with TOFA systems (Whalen 1971,

Lading 1983), and also to determine the measurement error as a

function of the spot overlap (lead-lag delay).

Let the expected number of photoelectron counts in the

time interval t_ to t_+At be described as a Gaussian signal with a

background noise level:

where: P

P,
(I

f2

_x

[%J t _, J th_)

is the total laser power in probe volume [2.5 WI

is background noise level [10 .3 W]

is the particle scattering cross section

[5×1044 m2/sr]

is the solid angle of collected light (f/4) 10.05 sr]

and coy are the e 2 spot half width and height.

respectively 15 and 25 lain]



rl isanefficiency factor incorporating photomultiplier
quantum efficiency, collection efficiency and other

system losses [0.01]

_. is the laser light wavelength [.5 }.tm]
h is Plank's constant [6.62x10 _ J. s]

c is the velocity of light [3x10* m/s]

yj is the height above or below the axis the particle

traverses the spot [0 gm]

v is the component of the particle velocity along the

axis of the spots [100 m/s]
(Quantities in [ ] are sample values used in the analysis

below.)

The signal used by the signal processor is the difference of two
time shifted Gaussians:

PoQAtvl_. ext_-2Y_/x

_o4-m,-+/1
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where "cis the spot lead-lag time [see], and t, is the bipolar

signal zero-cross time position. Because of the assumption of

Poisson statistics, the noise power in the difference signal is

given by the sum of the two PMT signals. Assuming that the

background noise level in the two signals is the same, the

difference signal is:

(2)

VoOAt,x |-2yp]

+ll.
t o, t _'" Jl

(3)

The signal output from the 4-Spot is thus a function of several

parameters which can be expressed as the vector:

= [tz, v, O.P_] (4)

The Fisher information matrix F, for Poisson statistics, is given
by (Lading & Jensen 1980):

1
o., a,,, (5)

where (N_)o is given by equation 2 and (N_)t_ is given by

equation 3. If we assume that the parameters are uncorrelated,

the Cramer-Rao lower bound measurement uncertainty in the

parameter ct,. is given by:

I

o .,, = p.2-
(6)

The measurement uncertainty in estimating the zero-cross of the
bipolar signal is obtained by using g. -- r.. Determining a

particle velocity involves estimating two such zero-cross signals.

Hence, the error in the measured velocity is then a combination

of these two uncertainties. In the 4-Spot processing scheme,

only the zero-cross of the bipolar signal is used to estimate the
particle transit time. Therefore, we need only evaluate Equation

5 at t_=t,. For the signal dominated case of a 4-Spot TOFA, the

velocity measurement uncertainty is:

2 !

_ ' [ t",J t ", jj (7)
.+.o,,,,1,

2

11= 2__y_v, d/ =d - to_.30 (8)

Ca,)x _y

where the characteristic time interval At for the detection process

is approximated by to/v, 13 is an inverse characteristic spot

transit time for a particle, proportional to the amount of spot

overlap, and d" is a geometrical correction for the actual

distance travelled by a particle traversing the spot pairs at angle

0 to the axis of the elliptical spots. The geometrical correction

reduces to the 2-Spot case for £0, = t0y. The systematic error for

the measurement volume geometry given in figure 1 is

negligible, where toy = 5to_,.

Figure 3 shows the uncertainty in measured velocity

computed as a function of the spot overlap for two cases; noise

dominated and signal dominated. The values given for the

parameters in equation 1 are used, with Yl = 0 and 0 = 0. Both

curves exhibit a minimum, corresponding to the optimal spot

overlap. The optimal spot overlap from the Cramer-Rao lower

bound is based on the signal to noise characteristics of the

detected light, and hence, serves as a figure of merit for the

optimal overlap. From a strictly signal processing standpoint,

the minimum measurement error is obtained in estimating the

peak position when the slope of the bipolar curve is maximized

(I]t=l). One would expect the measurement error to increase

steeply as the slope of the signal at the zero-cross tended toward

zero. The curves in figure 3 reflect this behavior and increase

sharply away from the minima for 13't<< 1 and 13"r>> i.
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Figure 3 Cramer-Rao lower bound estimate of velocity

measurement uncertainty as a function of spot overlap.

For the signal dominated case, the minimum in the

measurements error occurs at {3x = 1.4. The optimal spot

overlap for the noise dominated case is I]'t=l, which agrees with

the result obtained by Lading (1983). By letting the product



[_x=l.4, equation 5 simplifies to:

2 t

2 l c _ +e,xp 2

Equation 9 can be used as a figure of merit of the performance
of a 4-Spot laser anemometer. The effect of particle size, laser

power, collection optics, etc; on the measurement error are easily

computed. The exponential terms involving Yt include the
effects of the particle trajectory through the probe volume.

Signal Processing Electronics The four raw PMT signals are fed

through preamplifiers and low pass filtered before processing. A

custom signal processing module was designed and constructed
m replace the input conditioning module in a standard TSI

model 1990 LFA signal processor. The signal processor uses a
comparator circuit to detect the zero-cross of the bipolar signals

and Fairchild Advanced Schottky Technology (FAST) 'YI'L logic.

The existence of a pulse is first established via a preset threshold

level, then the time order of the pulses is verified. The signal

processor generates start and stop pulses signaling the beginning

and conclusion of a particle transit. The TSI timer module

measures the start to stop particle time-of-flight to 1 nsec

resolution. The processor determines which spot pair initiates

the timer, and hence, the flow direction. A sign bit indicating

the flow direction is inserted in the digital word transferred from

the counter processor to the host computer. The TSI timer

module was modified to insert the sign bit as the 11 'h bit of the

mantissa and to disable other features specific to LFA

applications. No additional hardware was added to the module.

The signal processing system design was selected such

that an existing LFA data acquisition software package with real

time display capability could be employed (Strazisar 1992). The

characteristics of the TOFA laser anemometer are transparent to

the data acquisition system. Individual particle transit times are
recorded with imbedded flow direction. The transit times are

converted to velocity, yielding Gaussian velocity pdfs. Since the

individual particle velocities are recorded, not a histogram or

correlogram of the transit times ¢ at probe volume angular

orientation _t, non-linear transformations from 4, _ space to v,,

vy are not required (Schodl 1986, Mayo et al. 1979).

A Microvax II is used to control all of the data acquisition and

remote positioning systems. A Macrodyne LVABI is used to

record the measured particle transit times and the circumferential

shaft position from a commercial encoder. The encoder is

programmed to resolve 3000 counts per revolution, yielding 200

location bins per main blade passage in the centrifugal impeller

and 100 bins per splitter blade passage. Each time a velocity is

measured the LVABI strobes the encoder to provide the shaft

circumferential position. For a more detailed description of the

shaft angle encoding scheme, see Strazisar et al. (1989).

The digital shaft angle encoder is driven by a once-per-

rev signal pickup on the rotor drive shaft. The pickup sensor is
located 60 cm from the rotor. The encoder can also be

programmed to produce a once-per-blade signal; however, the

windup or twist in the shaft causes a significant phase shift (5%)

between the true blade positions and the generated pulse train.

A more stable once-per-blade signal is required to facilitate

accurate blade blanking,

The TOFA system normal output signals are pulses,

which look very similar to those produced when a blade passes

through the probe volume. The blade flash pulses are

misinterpreted by the signal processor as data. The processor

must be inhibited during the blade flash to eliminate spurious

data. Since a reliable once-per-blade signal was not available,

the PMT signals themselves were used to generate the once-per-

blade inhibit pulses. While this is not the optimum means of

generating a blanking signal, it is effective. The price paid is

the saturation recovery time of the PMT, which is nominally

about 5 I.tsec at 100% speed where the blade-to-blade period is

200 p.sec. The average current level out of the PMTs remains

below the damage threshold of 100 I.tamps.

A separate comparator circuit with its threshold level is

used to detect the occurrence of the blade pulse from one of the

PMT signals. The blade pulse threshold level is independent of

the signal processing threshold level. The t° detected blade

pulse is used to generate the I_h+l blade blanking pulse. The

intra-blade period and the blade blanking pulse duration are both

set by front panel potentiometers on the signal processor. Once

tripped, the blade detection comparator is disabled until the intra-

blade period time-out expires. The blade blanking circuitry is

housed within the signal processor. The PMT signal and the

blade blanking pulse are monitored to ensure accurate blanking.

The stability of the blade blanking pulse train relative to the true

blade position is better than 200 nsec.

Data Acquisition The velocity measurements are resolved by the

shaft angle encoder to the circumferential shaft position. The

measured velocities in all of the blade passages are combined to

build 200 separate histograms across a single blade passage

(Hathaway et al. 1992). Each histogram is used to compute the

mean velocity via a non-linear least squares fit to a Gaussian

distribution. Three data sets are acquired at each n_easurement

station at three angular orientations of the probe volume. The

angles are nominally oriented at 0 ° and +15 ° to the estimated

true flow angle. The computed mean velocities and angular

orientations of the probe volume are used in another non-line_ar

least squares fit to determine the velocity vector magnitude V

and flow angle or:

v1= 17.costy_- ,,1 (10)

where Vj is the measured mean velocity at spot orientation _.

Positioning System The laser anemometer system was mounted

on a 3-axis remotely controlled positioning system. A serial

interface connection to the Microvax II computer provides the

positioning signals. The goniometric stages for the image rotator

and final turning mirror are also connected to the host computer
via a serial connection.

Seeding System The flow field was seeded with Polystyrene

Latex Spheres (PSL), which are manufactured using the

technique developed by Nichols (1987). The nominal 0.7 t_m

diameter particles were suspended in a concentrated aqueous

dispersion. The seed suspension was diluted with ethanol and

the mixture was injected into the flow stream using a

commercial paint spraying air nozzle, approximately 5 m

upstream from the rotor. The ethanol evaporated by the time the

seed reached the rotor leading edge.

CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR FACILITY

The compressor that is the subject of investigation, using

the 4-Spot TOFA, is a 4.5 kg/sec, 4:1 pressure ratio centrifugal

compressor. The impeller has 15 main blades and 15 splitter

blades with 50 ° of back-sweep at the exit. The design rotational

speed is 21789 rpm, which results in a maximum blade passing



frequencyof 10.9kHzinthesplitterregion.Bladeheightsrange
from64mmattheinletto17mmattheexit.Theinletandexit
tipdiametersare210mmand431mm,respectively.The
impellerisbeingtestedwithavanelessdiffuserinorderto
duplicatetheenvironmentthatwasusedina3-Dsteadyviscous
codeanalysis.

Opticalaccessisprovidedbywindowsplacedat16
locationsalongthecompressorflowpath.Thewindowsurfaces
werekeptflatinordertopreventopticaldistortionofthelaser
beamspassingthroughthem.Severalverysmallwindowswere
usedinordertokeepdeviationsfromthetrueshroudcontour,
causedbythefiatwindowsurface,toaminimumaswell.
Circularwindowsareusedinareaswhereshroudcurvatureis
highandrangeinsizefrom14to23mmindiameter.
Rectangularwindowsareusedupstreamoftheimpellerand
circulararcwindowsareuseddownstream.Thesewindowscan
beslightlylargerbecausethereislessshroudcurvatureineither
thestreamwiseorcircumferentialdirections,orboth.The
windowshapesanddimensionsthatwereselectedresultin
maximummismatchof203to381t.tmbetweenthewindow
surfacesandthetrue shroud contour.

The sixteen individual windows are epoxied into eight

window frames that are then installed along the compressor flow

path in pairs. Each frame contains from one to three separate

windows, so that a particular pair of frames will provide optical

access to anywhere from three to five locations along the flow

path. Several combinations of window frame pairs are required

in order to obtain access to all 16 measurement stations. Figure

4 shows one combination that contains a total of five windows

labeled I-A, 1-C, 3-A, 3-C, and 3-E.

Figure 4 Schematic layout of centrifugal compressor facility
showing one configuration of window inserts

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The rotor was gradually ramped up to speed and allowed

to warm up. After steady state operation was achieved, the exit

clearance gap was closed to 400 lam, which is larger than the

design spacing of 200 p.m. The mass flow through the rotor was

5 kg/s with the throttle valve fully open at 100% speed, or
21789 RPM corrected speed.

The laser anemometer system was positioned to window
station 3-C. Measurements have been obtained in all 5 of the

windows; however, only measurements within the splitter region

are shown here. The blade blanking pulses were matched to the

blade frequency. In the splitter region, approximately 25% of

the bins were blanked due to blade flash. Approximately 50,000
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Figure 5 Absolute velocity and number of

measurements per bin across the blade pitch.

velocity measurements were recorded at each probe volume

orientation. The data were averaged across all of the passages to

produce a single blade pitch velocity profile. The average

number of measurements per bin was 300. A sample velocity

profile and number of measurements per bin across the blade

pitch are shown in figure 5. The suction and pressure surfaces

of the blades are located at bins 10,110 and 91,191 respectively.

The total number of measurements was 51896. The average rms

deviation in the measurements is approximately 15%. Most of

the deviation is from the flow turbulence, a small portion may be

due to the passage-to-passage averaging of the data. The data

rate varied across the blade pitch. In most instances the pressure

surface side of the blades had a higher data rate than the suction
side.

The blade passage velocity survey shown in figure 6 was

taken starting at 75% span, decreasing in 12.5% span increments,

down to 12.5% span. 100% span corresponds to the shroud

location. A total of six span positions are shown. Three probe

volume angular orientations were used at each position. The

velocity data shown are absolute velocity magnitudes. The

approximate blade shapes are evident from the blanking
intervals. The blades are thickest at the hub and thinnest at the

shroud. The data rate across the blade span varied from 2 KHz

down to 300 Hz. The velocity data obtained are not meant to
show the true impeller performance since they were not obtained

at operating conditions of interest. The data does show that the

4-Spot TOFA is a capable system for obtaining measurements in

the complex flow fields anticipated in a centrifugal impeller.

The profiles show that the flow through the splitter blade rows is
not identical under these conditions.

The data rate gradually decreased as the run progressed.

Seed material slowly built up on the window ports until the data

rate fell to an unacceptably low level. The low data rate (300

Hz) was due to seed build up, and did not correspond to a

degradation in the instrument performance, or lack of seed. In
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Figure 6 Absolute velocity surveys at six spanwise locations.

these preliminary velocity surveys, the clearance gap has not

been closed down in order to avoid accidental damage to the

rotor housing. The large tip clearance may be causing gross tip

clearance flows which may be depositing seed material on the

windows. We are currently investigating the source of the

material build up and possible remedies.

No attempt has been made to optimize the flare light

rejection capabilities of the 4-Spot system. Spatial filtering

techniques are readily employed to reduce surface flare light

from reaching the detector (Seasholtz et al. 1984). Also,

measurements closer to the blade tips can be obtained by tilting

the axis of the spots slightly relative to the blades, or by using

an externally supplied once-per-blade signal.

CONCLUSIONS
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A novel laser anemometer system has been described
which is well suited for the environment encountered in

centrifugal compressor facilities. The wide range of anticipated

velocities (160-700 m/s) are easily accommodated by the 4-Spot

TOFA. Accurate blade blanking was obtained by using the PMT

signals directly. The signal processing hardware has been

designed to simplify system integration into existing facilities

equipped with LFA signal processing equipment. Preliminary

velocity surveys show that the instrument is capable of obtaining

measurements in the small blade passages of a centrifugal
compressor, including the splitter region.
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